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A low barrier to entry, off  the shelf, artifi cial 
intelligence research platform. 
Ellipse is a natural language tool that complements domain expertise by enabling 

individuals to quickly familiarize themselves with large amounts of text.  

ellipse: ai for research

Ellipse maps themes, generates summaries 

and identifi es anomalies — no understanding of 

machine learning required.

Ellipse quickly navigates thousands of resources 

at once to produce a rich visual topography of the 

text, hyper-specifi c classifi cation, and dynamic 

summarization. 

Thoughtly has partnered with leading institutions 

to make students and faculty more effi  cient and 

eff ective researchers. 

Ellipse is among the fi rst machine learning 

platforms designed specifi cally to accelerate the 

pace of learning for researchers and students.
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How does Ellipse help researchers?

Ellipse enables effi  cient exploration and 

assessment of contextualized insights from 

otherwise overwhelming volumes of text. 

medical researchers identify unexpected 
anomalies in large clinical data sets.

scientific researchers navigate unstructured 
text, for automated screening of noisy data sets.

students & faculty objectively screen unknown 
data sets and unread scientifi c sources to: 

• Assess potentially relevant content

• Signifi cantly increasing research accuracy 
and eff ectiveness

• Automate fl agging 

• Effi  ciently dismiss content based on 
specifi ed criteria 

Is Ellipse used in other industries?

Ellipse excels at fi ltering sources, elucidating

context and deriving meaning from massive 

unstructured textual data sets. 

industry analysts aggregate and analyze 
thousands of sources for systematic review  
and screening for relevant content and as an 
objective guide. 

regulatory authorities scrutinize 
pharmacological data sets during pharmacovigilance.

government agencies automatically fl ag and 

characterize potentially relevant data.

intelligence analysts  assess content in real 

time, providing actionable intelligence on demand.

What is the diff erence between Ellipse and other 

research tools?

While information exchange and accessibility 

is evolving at unprecedented rates, the 

primary tool for fi ltering, organizing and 

understanding this content — keyword search 

— has remained largely unchanged since the 

start of the digital age.

Ellipse provides insightful analysis through 

an understanding of complexity, nuance and 

interwoven themes.

Experience text through exploration 
and discovery — not just search.
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Thoughtly provides a tiered pricing structure to service the needs of individuals, 

teams, and enterprise clients.

individual & group licensing information

“Ellipse is the tool that university students and researchers of all kinds have 

only dreamt of and hardly dared to believe could be possible. But here 

it is: meaning–driven summarisation and navigation through massive and 

otherwise chaotic collections of data, supported and presented visually by 

the most beautiful interface imaginable.”
— professor martin henson fbcs frsa – managing director, khozama academic consulting, immediate 

past dean for international affairs & head of computer science department, university of essex, uk

nos. licenses

document
cloud storage

tech support

individual

1
license

✓  3gb

✓  12 mos
     premium     
     support

$2000/yr
save $388

team

 2-10
licenses

✓  unlimited    

✓  12 mos
     premium     
     support

$1800/yr
10% off

department

 10-100
licenses

✓  unlimited    

✓  12 mos, 24/7
     platinum     
     support

$1600/yr
20% off

institution

 1oo+
licenses

✓  unlimited    

✓  12 mos, 24/7
     platinum     
     support

contact us

project

1
license

✓  3gb

✓ premium     
     support
     for 1 mos

$199/1 mos
subscription

pricing
(per license)


